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AI-powered supervision and conduct surveillance

The Challenge
Monitoring communications to stay compliant with global regulatory requirements and safeguard your 
company’s reputation has become more challenging in today’s work-from-anywhere environment. 
Workers today use multiple channels for communication: email, text messages, voice, chat, etc. 

The volume and velocity of content being generated make it difficult for governance personnel, 
including supervision and surveillance teams, to keep pace and identify regulatory risks and policy 
violations. Legacy systems focused only on a subset of users can leave business-critical risks 
undetected by oversight teams. When users are monitored, many current systems inundate content 
review teams with false positives that add to an already overwhelmed workload, making reviewers less 
productive and precise. 

The Solution
Smarsh Enterprise Conduct is the supervision and surveillance application made for today’s conditions. 
It is designed to keep pace with the ever-increasing volume and changing variety of communications. 
Backed by artificial intelligence capabilities, Enterprise Conduct turns oversight into foresight and 
improves compliance productivity and effectiveness.

Reveal risk, comply with regulations and 
safeguard your company’s reputation

Enterprise Conduct uses best-of-
breed technology to provide the most 
accurate results to identify evidence of 
misconduct in business communications 
across your organization and surface 
them for review. It is designed to monitor 
multiple forms of conduct discretely and 
support multiple review streams.
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Surface risk and reduce noise with pre-packaged scenarios 

Configurable policies analyze your communications using the best technology for the 
need — natural language processing, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and refined 
lexicons. Pre-packaged scenarios analyze your communications combined with a mature 
escalation and management workflow. Enterprise Conduct provides significant reduction in 
false positives compared to traditional lexicon approaches, in addition to the identification of 
previously hidden risk.

Gain more effective insight through context preservation

Capture and retain all your communications across 100+ supported channels in full, threaded 
conversational context in the Enterprise Warehouse for point-in-time visibility into entire 
interactions. This makes your review workflows faster and more effective.

Connect to your other tools using APIs

API extensibility enables you to integrate and enrich your archived data with trade, voice 
or behavioral analysis tools. Bilateral enrichment allows data to be transferred between 
applications and to retain important insights from wherever they are identified.

Capture, transcribe and analyze voice and video

With your communication channels always evolving, stay on top of risk wherever it occurs 
through voice and video transcription. AI-powered natural language processing can help you 
identify risk even through obfuscation techniques of code-switching and mixed languages.

Enable productivity through customizable review workflows

Facilitate efficient team-based supervision and surveillance by adapting workflows and 
reporting to meet your organization’s unique requirements. Configure custom escalation 
queues to effectively identify and respond to messages that require urgent attention. 
Generate reports that demonstrate your review process in action and provide full audit trails 
to show activity on every message in your archive.

Key Benefits
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